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“We need human solidarity”: report from Kalamata after deadly shipwreck

Dozens, possibly hundreds, of migrants have been killed after a ship capsized on Wednesday
14 June in the Mediterranean. This was no natural disaster – rather, it was the deadly result
of European states’ border regimes. A short report from Kalamata, where survivors are
being housed.

In Kalamata, the 102-104 surviving refugees from the shipwreck are housed in a warehouse awaiting to be moved to
one of Greece’s refugee camps.

Contrary to BBC reports, there are a great mixture of refugees, many speaking Arabic.

I have been talking to many local people and some political activists. All in support of the refugees. All asking the
same question: “how if the location of the boat was known and that it was in distress, could this happen?”

The former Prime Minister Tsipras was here this morning. The details of his response are still awaited.

There is a mixture of anger at the EU and UK leaving Greece in the lurch of taking the bulk of the growing flow of
desperate refugees. But also a degree of apology for Greece’s response: “what can Greece do when the rest of
Europe do nothing?”

After the recent election which the left (Syriza) lost, there is a low morale. But the anger with what happened over the
past two days is huge.

There is a certain degree of cynicism about the incoming government’s response. About whether an enquiry will
reveal what the Greek border police’s responsibility is.

The faith is not with politicians, but more with relief and sea rescue agencies. Several times I heard “we need human
solidarity”, “solidarity between people”. They are right, but we can’t let politicians off the hook. We need a political
campaign across Europe for free movement.

And that can’t be a campaign for passing the buck but of doing immediate relief and political action, as much as we
can, everywhere. No refugee turned back or left to die. No leaving of Greece or any country to carry the weight. This
horror must be stopped.

15 June 2023

Source: Labour Campaign for Free Movement.

PS:

If you like this article or have found it useful, please consider donating towards the work of International Viewpoint. Simply follow this link: Donate

then enter an amount of your choice. One-off donations are very welcome. But regular donations by standing order are also vital to our continuing

functioning. See the last paragraph of this article for our bank account details and take out a standing order. Thanks.
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